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ultrasonografía
It is a term used in Medicine.  It's the same as ultrasound.  It is the collection of internal images of tissues of the body,
using high frequency sonic waves ( ultrasound).

ulula
Ulula means that you whistle, sound produced by the wind to move.  Noise generated by a mermaid.  Inflection of
hooting.  Noise produced by the wind or air moving.

ulular
It is whistling in the wind.  Sound produced by the wind between the slits.  Whistling, sonar.  It also means cry, whine,
howl, scream.

ulúa
Ulua ( or Kulua ) It was the Aboriginal name of an island located in the Gulf of Mexico from Veracruz.  Name of river in
Honduras.  The name of a Mexican magazine in Veracruz, dedicated to the history and culture.  It means sand, Sandy.

umbanda
It is a religion of African origin practiced in Brazil.  Brazilian Santería.

umbigada
It is a typical Brazilian dance, originally practiced by African slaves.  Afro-Brazilian dance dating back to the mid-19th
century.  It's a blow or rub of bellybutton from the dancers.

umbilical
It means relative to the navel.  Name of the cord that binds the baby to the mother. 

umbral
It's the name of the bottom of a door.  It means where the shadow comes from.  It also means limit, start, entry, step,
access, site where something starts.  Floor, floor.

umbrion
It is a brand of olive oil in Spain.  It is native to Madrilejos, Toledo.

umbría
Unmria or Belén of Umbria is a Colombian town in the Department of Risaralda.  Umbria means land of the Umbra,
Umbrian or Umbraes, named the indigenous people of this area and of Riosucio in the same Department.  Umbria is
also a geographic and economic region of Italy.

umeche
Butter, oil or wax that is extracted from some palm trees.  Oil or vegetable butter.  It is used among other things to make
cirios or velons.



umia
Umia is incorrectly written and should be written as "Umia ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Means wet, wet ( 41 old
Indo-European;  It is the name of a river in Galicia, ( 41 Spain;.

umiak
It is a type of boat of the Inuits or Eskimos.  It is also called Umiaq or Oomiak.  It means "woman's boat", boat for
women.  It is the anonymity of Kayac, Kaiac or Kaiak which means "man's boat".

umillacion
umillacion is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Humiliation" as meaning:<br>The correct term is humiliation.
Action or effect of humiliating. It means to submit to the derision, ashamed, confused, apocar, offend, dishonour, deal, ' t
wrong, bend, fold, beat, trample.

un bagre entre guabinas
Being surrounded by wild beasts. Be in danger. Catfish is a very calm and quiet Silurido fish, although it is voracious, is
nocturnal and Scavenger, lives at the bottom of the pools. The 40 Guabinas; Hoplias malabaricus ) they are smaller fish,
but they have a very impressive set of teeth, they are very voracious and very aggressive. Be in danger, in the mouth of
the Wolf.

un mediador es lo mismo que un medium?
The answer is a resounding NO.  In simple words mediator is conciliator, arbitrator, intercessor and medium is
spiritualist, occult.

un satoshi
It is the minimum fraction of a bitcoin or virtual currency and is equivalent to one hundred millionth of it (1/100'000 . 000).
 Figuratively in "penny", "hundredth" or "cent" of bitcoin. 

una oracion con la expresion quitar el habla
Remove speech is to leave aphonic, left silent.

una panadera
In Colombia is a colloquial way of calling an old, large and heavy bike.  Cycle, chiva.  A woman who is dedicated to
making bread.

una vulgaridad
It's the same as rudeness, word sores, wrongium, affront, offense, insult.

unamo
It is one of the common names of a palm family plant.  It is also called seje palm, milpesos, majo, patabá or unguragua. 
Its scientific name is Oenocarpus bataua and belongs to the family Arecaceae.  From it you get an oil for medicinal uses.

unánimemente
It means unanimously.  It means that there was unanimity in the election, that all voters voted for the same candidate.  It
was approved by all participants.  They all chose the same (that there were no votes against or for another).



unánimes
Decision with approval of all voters or voters. There were no votes but by one of the candidates or just one of the
proposals. That other options other than the winner did not get votes. That all the votes were for the winner. All agree on
everything.

unche
In Colombia it is the name given to residual fats derived from the processes of tanning of leathers or skins.  Fat
originated from the decarne start in the tanning of leathers.  Bait, grease.  It has uses in the cosmetics, soap and animal
concentrates industry.  As waste and misperformed is a source of pollution especially from soil and water sources.

undecágono
The most used term is hendecagon, although it is accepted undecagono.  Hendecagon is a polygon with 11 sides. 
Geometric figure that has 11 sides.

underboob
It means under the breast. On the diaphragm or sternum. It is an indication to register a girdle.

undécimo
Number eleven in a list or sequence.  Eleventh.

undina
It is an extinct genus of fish in the coelacanths that belonged to the family Latimeriidae.  They had lobed fins and existed
in the Mesozoic era.  Name of a three-act opera by Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky.  It was also called Undine or Ondine. 
Name of one of the asteroids ( 92 ) . 

undivé
It is a word in Gypsy language or Caló.  In Gypsy language it means Lord, God.

undívago
A fighting person, who lets himself be manipulated.  That has no firmness or character.  Puppet, Puppet.  It comes from
the Latin undivagus and literally means that it is swayed by the waves or by the wind.  That you let yourself be dragged.

unemi
It is the acronym or abbreviations of an Ecuadorian State University.  It is in the city of San Francisco de Milagro, in the
Province of Guayas.  It means Miracle State University. 

unesco
UNESCO is incorrectly written and should be written as "UNESCO ( is an acronym )." being its meaning:<br>It is a unit
or agency specialized in the Organization of the Nations United ( UN ) dedicated to the education, science and culture. 
It is headquartered in Paris, France.  Its current CEO is the Russian Irina Bokova.

unetice
Culture also called Aunjetitz, was a prehistoric culture that corresponded to the Ancient Bronze of Central Europe. 
Name of deposit, near Proga . 



unfold
It is an English the language word meaning unfold unfold, unwrap, unfold.  Open.

ungios
ungios is incorrectly written and should be written as "anointed I ( With tilde )"being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
to anoint you. It is an inflection of anoint. Then rub or apply oil or ointment. Brush, apply, rub, put, rub.

ungurahua
In Colombia and Ecuador it is the name of a type of palm tree that is used in the elaboration of handicrafts and also from
which an oil of medicinal uses is extracted.  It also receives the common names of unamo, palma de seje, majo,
milpesos and patabá.  Its scientific name is Jessenia polycarpia (or also Oenocarpus bataua).  It belongs to the family
Arecaceae.  Unguragua . 

ungüentos
Topical medications, fatty substance that applies or applied on the skin.  Plural of ointment.  Ointments, fatty substances
that are applied in the soothing skin pain.  They have no water in its composition, which distinguishes them from a
cream.

unica
The correct term is unique, with tilde.  It means there's no other equal.  One, single, singular, odd, exclusive, rare,
original, unbeatable, extraordinary.

unicidad
It means quality or condition of uniqueness. 

unicofago
unicofago is incorrectly written and should be written as "Onicofagia or Onicofago" being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Onicofagia or Onicofago. It means that it eats nails.

unicofago
unicofago is incorrectly written and should be written as "Onicofagia or Onicofago" being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Onicofagia or Onicofago. It means that it eats nails.

unidad habitacional
In Colombia is a term used to designate a housing unit, a family unit. Building where he lives a family and features the
comforts typical of a full House, with its basic services included. Home.

unidad nacional guatemalteca
It is better to say unit Revolucionaria Nacional Guatemalteca ( URNG-MAIZ ) is a political party in Guatemala, who was
born in hiding. Founded in February 1982. It is the product of the union of 4 movements from left: Guatemalan party of
the 40 work; PGT ) organization of the people in arms 40 ORPA ) forces armed rebels ( 41 FAR; and the guerrilla army
of the poor ( 41 EGP;. How born politician legally operating since 1998.

unidos
Plural of United.  You want to say together, inseparable, clustered, gathered, allies, linked, merged.  It is turning



together.  It means join, group, ally, flirt, gather, merge.

uniflora
It is a Latin term used in Botany, which means of a flower.  It is used as an epithet or add-on. 

uniformización
It means trying to give the same appearance to all elements.  It means establishing a single shape, mode, rule, or
criterion.  Match, homogenize, homologate, resemble, equate, balance. 

unigénito
It means only child (it derives from Monogenes).  Only son, only descendant.  Only Begotten Child (not created).  It's
usually referred to as Jesus.

unión
The part which is used to join two tubes.  Link, link, tie, connection, link, fusion, cohesion means.  ligature, marriage,
Alliance Guild.

universo
It is the totality of everything that exists (set of matter and energy).  Totality of things .  The name of a U.S. subscription
TV network.  Name of a song by Blas Cantó and that would represent Spain in Eurovision 2020.  Name of documentary
series of the History Channel.  Cosmos.  A set made up of all the elements of the same class or characteristic. 

univoltina
It means that they have only one cilo during the year (in a single round).  It can refer in biology to animals or plants. 
Volvinism is the number of generations of an organism that appear in a year. 

univoltinismo
It means that it only breeds once a year, that during the one-year cycle there is only one new generation.  Voltinism is
the number of generations that a given animal species produces in a year.  That only once a year has offspring. 

unix
In Computing it is a way to call the UNICS (Uniplexed Information and Computing System).  Uniplexed Information
Xplorer .  It was created by Bell, more than 50 years ago. 

unífago
It means to be alive that only eats one thing, one kind of food.

unífero
It is a term used mostly in Botany or Agronomy.  This means that its production or harvest is limited to only once a year. 
That happens only once a year.  It blooms or fruits only once a year.  Annual. 

unísono
They happen at the same time or at the same instant.  They sound the same and at the same moment.  They have
equal tone.  With uniformity, they sound identical. 



uno
Cardinal number representing a quantity of a single element.  It means unity.  A single-element set or unitary assembly. 
In Colombia it was a political party or political coalition that was called National Opposition Union (1972).   It is also a
type of card game originating in the United States.  I (pronoun).  Unique.  only , odd , undivided , individual , exemplary . 

unoculus
It is a Word from the Latin meaning of one eye. Cyclops. Blind in one eye.

unsandaled
It is an English word meaning unordered, messy, dirty.

unsandaled
It means not ordered, unauthorified.

untar la mano a alguien
"Spreading someone's hand" means buying, bribing.  It's a crime.  Bribery.

unto
Untar inflection.  It means smearing, anointing, greasing, muddying, getting drunk.  By bribing extension, corrupting,
coheque, buying .  Fat or cream you have to apply.  Ointment, bitumen, fat, cream.

unturas
They are a type of medication, usually fat-based and topical use.  Ointments, ointments.

uñazo
Skin tear or wound caused by the nail.  Scratch , nail , nail .  In Colombia brazen robbery.   It also means embezzlement,
appropriating other people's or public money. 

uñear
It's attacking with your fingernails, hurting with your nails.  Scribble, scratch, stab, snatp, scratch.  Also dig with nails or
eat your nails.

upac
It was a financial system used in Colombia that intended to give a constant value to the money in mortgage loans. 
UPAC was the acronym for The Constant Purchasing Power Monetary Unit.  It was a failure, as the credits grew the
user in an exponential way and in most cases customers had to lose the properties or lose a lot of money.  Over time
there were many demands and many won and their real estate or real estate were reinstated.

upear
upear is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Cheer" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is gain.  It means
climbing, elevate, encourage.

upegui
It is a surname of Spanish origin and specifically of Basque origin.  It is a variant of Ubegui, which means spring, mana,



place from which pure water gushes.  Ojo de agua .  It is a hydronym . 

upends
It is an English word which means sentences, sentences, punishments and impositions.  Set, turn.

uppercut
It is a punch in boxing that from the guard position a boxer sends his opponent from the bottom up trying to hit him on
the chin.  In Spanish and in the boxing medium it is called hook. 

upucerthia
It is a genus of birds in the family Furnariidae.  The name results from the mixture of the words upupa ( hoopogy) and
certhia ( hagglers).  It means long, slightly curved bill.

uquia
The correct term is Uquia, with tilde.  It is the name of an Argentine town in the province of Jujuy.  There is a railway
station called Senator Perez (Domingo T.  Perez), so it sometimes is determined by that name.

uquil
I think that he wonders why Usquil.  If so, it is a Peruvian city of Otuzco province, Department of La Libertad.  It is also
the name of a district in the same area.

urana
Urana is the name of a small town in New South Wales in Australia. It is also the name of a lake and a nature reserve.
Urana is 561 Km from Sydney.

urania
In Greek mythology she was the muse of astronomy and astrology.  She was the mother of Linus with Apollo.  Urania
was the daughter of Zeus and Mnemósine, although some authors say she was the daughter of Uranus and Gaia.  She
was the least of all the muses.  Name of the youngest of the muses.  Name of an asteroid . 

uranismo
It can refer to male homosexuality or the gay movement.  Follower of Uranus, who castrated, felt losing his virility,
becoming a woman and feeling attraction to men.  In Colombia, followers of the cyclist Rigoberto Urán who is
characterized, apart from his skills as a great cyclist, of popularizing a decomplicated language, joker and dicharachero,
in which many profane words are used naturally.  Urán is nicknamed "El Torito de Urrao". 

uranista
Which belongs to Uranism.  Proponent of Uranism.  It can refer to male homosexuality or the gay movement.  A follower
of Uranus, he castrated, felt losing his virility, becoming a woman and feeling attraction to men.  In Colombia, followers
of the cyclist Rigoberto Urán who is characterized, apart from his skills as a great cyclist, of popularizing an
uncomplicated, joking and talkative language, in which many foul words are used naturally.  Urán is nicknamed "El
Torito de Urrao". 

urano
In Greek Mythology he was the God of Heaven.  Husband of Gaia (Goddess of the Earth).  Father of Cronus and



Grandfather of Zeus.  Name of the Seventh planet in our Solar System. 

uranofobia
Irrational and unhealthy fear of heaven or paradise.  Fear of going to heaven after death. 

uraño
The correct term is unsociable.  Mean antisocial, surly, elusive, harsh, lonely, sullen, Misanthrope.

urapán
It is the common name given in Colombia to a tree, large size, whose scientific name is Fraxinus chinensis and belongs
to the family Oleaceae. Another common and well known name is ash.  They also say Korean ash or ash from china.  It
has seeds anemofilas ( they seem to helicopter propellers and 41 wind; scattered.

urape
It is one of the common names of a tree of the Fabaceae family.  It is also known as deer hull, cow's foot, ox hoof or
stick orchid.  Its scientific name is Bauhinia purpurea.  It is also the name of a Venezuelan town in the State of Miranda.  

urbanizar
It is to convert a rural or vacant land into an urban area, through the construction of houses, roads, offices, premises,
with the adaptation of public service networks.  Convert a piece of land into an urban area.  Establish housing programs.
 Build.  It can also mean educating, training or developing. 

urbano
It means that it is located within the city limits.  Which is within the City.  It doesn't leave the city limit.  It is a male name
of Latin origin and means God of the Home.  Names that have been borne by eight Popes of the Catholic Church. 

urbre
urbre is incorrectly written and should be written as "Urbe or udder." being its meaning:<br>The term urbre is incorrect. 
It is asked by city or udder. City is synonymous with big city, metropolis, capital, header, population. Udder is the same
as breasts, breast, breasts, breasts.

urchillas
It is a genus of Lichen belonging to the genus Roccella and which extracted a few dyes that have the same name:
Urchillas.

urci
Urci was the name of a neighbourhood and sector of Almeria.  Today it is called Chuche.  Almeria.  Ancient Roman city
in Almeria. 

urcitana
It is the gentile of a woman born in Almeria (formerly called Urce).  Natural of Almería, resident in Almería or related to
Almería.  Almeirense can also be used. 

urcitano



It means born, resident of Urci, Related to Urci.  Urci was the name of a neighborhood and sector of Almería.  Today it's
called Chuche.  Almeria.

urco
It's another of the duicón's common names.  It is the name of a bird in South America, which lives especially in the cold
areas of Chile and Argentina.  It is also known as duicón, urqu or huilco.  Its scientific name is Xolmis pyrope and
belongs to the family Tyrannidae.  

urdidas
It is a turning point of hatching.  Means plotting, weaving, schemed, hatching, forge, conspiring, colluding is.

urdido
It is a turning point of hatching.  Mean hatching, orchestrate, weaving, spinning, interweaving, forge, schemed, colluding
is, conspiring, plotting.

urdimales
It is the surname of a typical womanizer mocking, pillo, good-natured peasant character which pass many laughable
anecdotes, called Peter.  It is product of the oral tradition and the Latin American picaresque.  Depending on the country
change the surname by Urdemalas, Ordimalas, Urdimalas, Malasartes.  Urdiman, Ordiman.  In Colombia we call him
Pedro Rimales.  Urdimales can be used in Mexico, Chile and Guatemala.

urdir
It's the same as lucubating, elucubating.  It means thinking, planning, preparing, rambling, imagining, organizing. 

urdu
It is one of the language spoken in part of India, especially in the State of Karnataka.  It is the official language of
Pakistan and Kashmir. 

urente
It means it produces stinging or burning, which itches.  Substance that can cause scratching.  Stinging. 

urepele
Urepele, is the name in Basque in a French town in the departments of Pyrénées-Atlantiques. Urepel is in French.
Arrondissement of Bayonne, Canton of the Basque mountain. It was part of the old Lower Navarre.

urgencia
It means that it is urgent to be attended to.  It requires the utmost and prompt attention.  That it is urgent.  Urgency,
haste, speed. 

urgencias
It is the section of a hospital where the first services are provided to a patient or an injured person.  Place where
emergencies are attended.  It means that it requires prompt attention.  Plural of urgency .  It means haste, priority, haste,
perentoriness, career. 



urgenciología
It is the name of a specialty of medicine, in which the doctor prepares for emergency care. 

urgues
It is one of the common names of a plant.  It is also called yezgo.  Biezgo, Bielzo, Jambu, Minor Elderberry or Zihaurri. 
Its scientific name Sambucus ebulus and belongs to the family Adoxaceae.  It is also known as honeydog.  yezgo or
diergo . 

urhixidur
urhixidur is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Urhixidur; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It is the
name of a character in the play Auch Einer ( Also one ) the German writer Friedrich Theodor Vischer.

uria
It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Alcidae.  They are known as araos.  They're seabirds.  The rare
times they perch, they make it upright on the tail and the tarsus of its legs.  Uria can mean that it stops in the queue.

uribismo
Colombian political movement led by Alvaro Uribe Vélez. 

uribista
Person who follows Uribe's guidelines.  Supporter of Uribism. 

urimare
It is one of the 11 parishes that comprise the municipality and the State of Vargas. This part of Vargas, was one of the
parishes that more broke upon the occurrence of the tragedy of ( 1999 Vargas ). The parish is considered a detached
piece of the parish of Maiquetía, Caracas ( Venezuela ). It owes its name to the unique cacica that occurred in
Venezuela; She was the daughter of the chieftain Aramaipuro, of the tribe of the Mariches. It is said that it was high,
courageous, tanned skin and very black hair and green eyes. They told him " The Queen of the Guácharo ".

urku
It is a word of Quechua origin meaning male.

url
URL, is the English acronym for Uniform Resource Locator (in Spanish).  You can also call URI (uniform Resource
Identifier).

urna
Box where votes are deposited during an election.  It is also synonymous with coffin, coffin.  Ark, manhole, receptacle. 

urnazo
Good or excellent results in an election or at the polls.  Success or wide triumph in an election, large number of votes. 
Urn augmentative . 

urochroa



It means it has a skin-colored tail or bronze color.  It is the name of a genus of birds known in Colombia as the
Nagiblanco Hummingbird.

urocissa
It means a showy tail or a long tail.  It is a genus of birds to which an Asian magpies belong.  They're from the Corvidae
family.

urocolius
It means very long tail.  It is a genus of birds unique to Africa and belongs to the coliidae family.  They are known as
mouse bird or lilies (Redand and Cloudy) .

urocultivo
It is a culture of bacteria in laboratory on a sample of urine, this with the purpose of knowing that is infecting the urinary
tract of a patient.  Uroanalisis.

urología
It is a medical specialty that is basically dedicated to the treatment of diseases of the urinary system.

uromyias
It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Tyrannidae.  The term means fly tail or flytail (referring to long-tailed
flycatcher).  They are also called bulls or little things.

uropatía
It means urinary system disease.  Urinary tract pathology.

uropoyesis
It is a medical term meaning urine production or generation.

uropsalis
It means a tail in the form of scissors.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Caprimulgidae.  They are known as
chotacabras, blind hens, cuyeos, zumayas or atajacaminos.

urorragia
Urorragia means excretion, secretion, output, urine flow.   Suppuration, exit, spill.

urorrea
It means abundant urine flow.  Excessive urine discharge.

uros
It is an ancestral people who live on floating islands of totora on Lake Titicaca.  They have been located currently in the
Bay of Puno and the Collao plateau.  URO is also a mammal ancestor of the bovine ( BOS primigenius primigenius, the
family Bovidae ).



urosphena
It means short or small tail.  It is a genus of birds in the family Cetiidae.  They are from the Old World and are usually
called to look for them.

urosticte
It means stained or speckled tail.  It is the name of a genus of birds, belonging to the family Trochilidae, known as
tucusitos, picaflores, suckers, hummingbirds or tominejos.

uróboro
Literally or etymologically it means that it eats the tail.  It is an animal that eats its own tail.  It is generously represented
by a serpent and signifies eternity, continuity or the eternal cycle of things.   Infinite return . 

uróboros
Plural of uroboro.  Snake or animal that eats its own tail.  It was a symbol of ancient Egypt and grace signifying eternal
return or cyclical nature.  Continuity of life. 

urpilas
In Bolivia and Argentina is a species of Dove gray color.  This Dove is also called Tortola.  Its scientific name is
Columbina picui of the Columbidae family.  It is also known as Dove, Dove of the Virgin, potoca or potoquita.  It abounds
in South America.

urpillay
It is an expression of affection, used in the central Andean zone of South America.  The word is of Quechua origin and
means pigeon, my pigeon, popcorn.  Honey, dear, my love.  It is used as a woman's name.  It is also the name of a
Peruvian folk song, by Porfirio Ayvar and also performed by duet J. M .  Arguedas.  Two popcorn. 

urqu
In Quechua language means mountain, mountain.  In Peru, it is also one of the common names of a bird, which is also
called urco, huilco, duicón.  In some parts it is also called mandao or huelco.  It is considered bad omen.  Its scientific
name is Xolmis pyrope and belongs to the family Tyrannidae.  

urraca
It is one of the common names of a bird of the Corvidae family.  It's also called picapica, itchy, picaraza, queer, glue.  Its
scientific name is Pica pica .  In Colombia we call magpie to a woman who talks a lot and who frequently fights with her
neighbors.

urraquear
In Colombia it is synonymous with parroting, talking too much, gossiping.

urrácal
It is the name of a Spanish municipality of the Province of Almería in Andalusia. 

ursina
It's a female name of Latin origin.  It means little bear, bear.  Name of a small asteroid discovered in 2017.



urss
It means Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. It was the former name of the current Russian Federation, when it still
maintained integrated many of the republics which became independent it and more, today are still their enemy, as for
example Ukraine.  This name officially used it until 1991. She is also independent among other Uzbekistan, Lithuania,
Estonia, Latvia and Georgia.

ursula
It is the name of an asteroid.  The name means that it is playful like a bear. 

ursulina
Name given to a nun of the community of Santa Úrsula.  Religious who belongs to the Augustinian congregation that
was founded by Saint Angela of Brescia.  It is also often referred to as Orsolina.  concerning Ursula .  It is dedicated to
the education or care of the sick. 

urtica
It is a Latin word meaning nettle, which itches or produces sting.  Urtica is the name of a botanical genus of plants
belonging to the family Urticaceae.  They are characterized by being hives so they have hairs that sting, produce
stinging when touched.

urticales
Ancient name of an Order of herbaceous and woody plants.  Currently they are classified as Rosales Order and the
Rosidae subclass.

urticaria
It is the name of a skin irritation, usually caused by an external agent.  Effects of nettle rubbing on the skin.  In Medicine
it is the same as scratching, stinging, itching, itching, piquiña.  Intense desire to scratch. 

urto
It is a word in Italian language that means shock, collision, blow, collision.  Theft, so with H, in Spanish is robbery,
armhole, looting.

urubitinga
It is one of the names given to the crab hawk.  Its scientific name is Buteogallus urubitinga and belongs to the family
Accipitridae .

urubú
It is one of the names of an American scavenger bird in Brazil.  It is also known as American vulture, guala, redhead
vulture, zopilote, cute, aura, jote, gallipavo, turkey chicken, headhead.  Its scientific name is Cathartes aura and belongs
to the family Cathartidae.

urubú cabecirojo
In Colombia we call it guala, guala caberrorroja or maura.  It's a kind of scavenger bird, similar to chicken.  Its scientific
name is Cathartes aura and belongs to the family Cathartidae .

urucá



Urucá is the name of a very beautiful waterfall in Brazil.  It is located in Mount Roraima National Park.  It is the name of a
tourist site in Brazil, called Cachoeira Urucá (Cachoeira means waterfall).   It is also a type of indigenous musical
instrument made with shells, which is also called maracas or rattles.  They may also be hung around the neck or placed
on the wrists or ankles.  They are made with seeds, fruit bones, teeth or shells.

urucubaca
It's a word used in Brazil.  It means bad luck in what you try or do.  Fatality.  The word is of indigenous origin and means
magic, spell, macumba.

urucureá
It is one of the common names given in southern Brazil to a type of owl.  Its scientific name is Noctua cunicularia (or
Athene cunicularia).  It is also called plain tylonor, spark plug, murruco, owl.  It belongs to the Strigidae family.  Name of
a Brazilian indigenous people, famous for their crafts.

urucú
Colombia is one of the names given in the Orinoco to a tree, also known as bija, annatto, onoto, bixa, rocu.  Its scientific
name is Bixa orellana and belongs to the family Bixaceae.  Of the extracted a red dye of ancestral and industrial
applications.

uruguay
In guarani language can mean River of birds or also river of snails.  It is the name of the smallest and easternmost
country in South America.  Its capital is Montevideo.  It is also the name of a river that flows to the Atlantic and runs
through territories of Argentina, Brazil and Uruguay.  Name of an asteroid that is numbered in 10072.  Uruguay also
exists as a male name. 

uruk
Name of an ancient city of Mesopotamia located on the banks of the Euphrates River.  As it was located in a swampy
area it had many bridges and canals.  Name of a star in the constellation Of Saggotta.  Name of a region on Ganymede,
a natural satellite of Jupiter.  It is close to Galileo Regio. 

urundáis
Urundais is the plural of Urunday.  Urunday is the name in Guaraní of a tree, which also receives the names of pichai,
gateado, gibatao, urunde'y, aderno, Gonzaloalves.  Its scientific name is Astronium balansae and is in the family
Anacardiaceae.

urupcu
It is one of the names in indigenous languages that is given to the achiote.  It is also called urucu, rocú, onoto, bija, bixa
or benis.  It is a shrub of the intertropical regions of America, whose scientific name is Bixa orellana and belongs to the
family Bixaceae.

urupe
In Taxonomy it is the name of a genus of fungi in the family Meliolaceae.  It is also a way of calling a strainer, sieve or
sieve, made with vegetable fibers.  Sieve.  Name given in Bolivia to a range of vegetable fiber.  Venteador , paipay ,
aventador , soplillo . 

urupé



It is a sieve, sieve, sieve or strainer made from plant fibers, especially palm leaf.  It is usually circular in shape.  A type of
round basket made from vegetable fibers.  In botany, it is a genus of fungi in the family Meliolaceae.  It is a word of
Guarani origin. 

urú
In the Guarani language it means chicken.  Common name given to a partridge-like bird.  Its scientific name is quail uru,
corcovado urú or partridge-urú capueira.  It belongs to the family Odontophoridae. 

usagre
It is the name of a Spanish municipality in the province of Badajoz.

usd
It is the abbreviation of American dollars or US dollars. It is placed after the quantity and is equivalent to the words in
English United States Dollars.

usease
otherworldly is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Or is" being its meaning:<br>It is a wrong way of saying " or
" It is used by farmers in the center of Colombia, especially in the cundi-boyacense plateau.

ushuaiense
It means living at the bottom of the Bay, the farthest part.  It is the adjective of those born in Ushuaia, Argentine city of
Tierra del Fuego.  Resident or related to Ushuaia.

usillo
It is the name of a shrub in Argentina.  It is also called Crucita.  Its scientific name is Tricomaria usillo and belongs to the
family Malpighiaceae .

usina
In Colombia it is a giant turbine or an electric generator.  Element used for the generation of electrical power.

usitado
It's a usitar inflection.  It means to use, to use, to get used.  It means very frequent use.  Unusual anonymity.

usnea
It is the name of a genus of lichens of the family Parmeliaceae, They are similar to goatee beards or gray hair.  It has
medicinal uses, because from them you can extract the uric acid which is a strong antibiotic.

usón
It is a surname of Spanish origin (Aragon).  Last name of a Venezuelan military officer who was detained for testifying
against his government.  His full name is Francisco Usón Ramirez.  Surname of a Spanish writer of Catalan origin,
called Clara Usón Vegas.  It is the name of a Spanish town and municipality located in the province of Huesca, Aragon. 

ussingita
It is a way of calling a house special, the Ussing Chamber is a device for measuring the properties of epithelial



membrane.  It serves to detect the transportation and living tissues barrier functions.

ustible
It means that it can burn or it can burn.  That can be ignited or set on fire.  That when burning, it can generate energy for
an engine. 

ustilago
Mold that produces carbon from corn.  The scientific name of this fungal pathogen is Ustilago maydis.  Make up the
genus Ustilago fungus pathogens, very damaging to agriculture, forming galls on leaves and fruits.

usurero
A person who lives on usury.  That benefits the needs of others, making them expensive, high-interest loans.  Lender,
prendero, Jobber.

usureros
Plural Loaner means agiotistas, lenders, pins .  People who live off usury.  They benefit from the needs of others,
making them onerous loans, at high interest.

usurpador
It overrides, it encroaches.  In Colombia it means thug, ruffian, Bandit, evildoer, facineroso, Bandit, thief.  It also means
false, suplantador, Joker.  impostor, scammer, scammer.

ut queant laxis &#40;1&#41;
It's a Latin phrase that means "You can loosen it" or "can loosen up." 

ute
North American indigenous people of the UTO-aztecan family.  The name of a town in the State of Iowa, United States. 
Ute, is also the name of the dialect spoken by indigenous ethnic UTO-aztecan.

utensilio de cocina llamado guayo para que se usa
The Guayo is a kitchen utensil used to very finely chop ( grate ) some solid ingredients. In Colombia we call it rallo or
grater, some also say scraper.

utensilios
Plural of Cookware.  Manufactured object that is used in domestic and manual form.  Tool, instrument, useful, bartulo,
appliance, store, appliance, trebejo, junk.

uticense
In Colombia, it means born, resident or related to Utica, a municipality in the Department of Cundinamarca.  It is also the
name of persons born in Utica, name of an ancient Tunisian city near Cartago.

utilidad de la chia
utility of chia it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Chía" being its meaning:<br>The chia is a herbaceous
plant of American origin whose seeds are very useful. Its scientific name is Salvia hispanica and belongs to the



Lamiaceae family. Also referred to as Chan. Its seeds are used. It is very beneficial for the organism for its high content
of Omega 3 ( Acid Alfalinoleico ) purifies the blood to regulate the content of sugar, it has no gluten, it has many
nutrients, vitamins and antioxidants.

utilidad pública
Public utility, means that the property that is being talked about there is or was built for the benefit of all citizens, without
distinction of any kind. For example a park in a city, is public utility for anyone who comes to the, can use it without
having way that someone prevents it. A forest reserve is also because it oxygenates the city and also protects water
sources. Both air and water, are for public use, or that the reserve is public utility.

utility
Mean useful, very useful, necessary, indispensable, multipurpose.  It is also used to describe something or someone
who can provide several services, which can do many different jobs.  Multifunctional (polyfunctional).

utop
It is the acronym for an educational program of several U.S. universities.  University Transition Opportunities acronym,
which translates College Transition Opportunities.  It is special for students who will enter higher education (Charlotte,
Texas, North Carolina).  In Bolivia it stands for a police force known as the Tactical Police Operations Unit.  Abbreviation
of utopia .  

utopía
Project plan or ideal desire, considered perfect but often irralizable.  Chimera, ideal, illusion, fantasy, fiction. 

utrera
Heifer.  heifer that has not had its first calving.  A calf that is between 2 and 3 years old.  Name of a municipality in the
province of Seville, in the autonomous community of Andalusia, Spain.  It is considered the birthplace of flamenco.  It is
also a surname of Spanish origin. 

utrerano
Name of a municipality in the province of Seville, in the autonomous community of Andalusia, Spain.  It is considered the
birthplace of flamenco.  It can also refer to a 2- or 3-year-old calf.  Young bull. 

utrículos
Utriculos is the plural of utricle. In human anatomy, a utricle is a cavity of the inner ear. It is sensitive to gravity and
acceleration. In Botany a utricle is a species of berruga, gallbladder or bubble formed by a sheet or a leaf segment.

uturunco
Uturunco or best Uturunku97 is the name of the quechua of the Puma, Tiger American or better known as the Jaguar. 
Its scientific name is Panthera Onca.  There is the legend of the Rune Uturuunku ( man jaguar 41.  Uturunco is also the
name of a volcano of Bolivia.

uv
It is the abbreviation of Ultraviolet.  It means electromagnetic radiation between 400 and 15 nanometers (nm).  It's
invisible to the human eye.



uva
It is the abbreviation of Ultraviolet A, or long-wave ultraviolet.  It is a type of radiation, which has a wavelength between
400 and 315 nanometers.

uvala
In geology is a type of training (soils) in which development or evolution of the dolina is slower at the bottom than at the
surface.  Depression.  Ubalá (with b-tilde) is a commune in the Department of Cundinamarca in Colombia.

uvero
In Colombia and Venezuela, the Uvero is a tree of the family Polygonaceae, also called Uvo Beach, sea grape, grape
Bay.  Its fruit is also called Beach grape.  It is very thick, leathery leaves and low-rise.  Its scientific name is Coccoloba
uvifera.  It grows in the marshes between the mangroves.  It is very resistant to brackish water.  It is a very important
tree for the protection of the fauna in estuaries, especially fish, aquatic birds and sea turtles.

uvillas
It is the plural of Uvilla.  It is the same plant Physalis, implementation or Cape Gooseberry.  The scientific name is
Physalis peruviana and is of the family Solanaceae.

uvita
Uvita, or best La Uvita.  It is the name of a Colombian municipality in the Department of Boyacá.  Diminutive of grape. 
Uvita or Uvita de Osa, is the name of a town in Costa Rica, which performs a Musical Festival and is very close to the
Natural Marino Ballena National Park.

uvularia
The correct term is Uvularia.  It is the name of a genus of herbaceous plants originating in North America.  There are
about 40 species and belong to the Colchicacreae family.

uvulotomía
In medicine it is a surgical procedure which is the extraction or partial or total removal of the uvula or chime. 
Uvuloplastia.  It is usually done to eliminate snoring.

uwija
The guija ( according to the spelling recommended by RAE ) 1 or ouija ( pronounced/uiya/) It is a Board with alphabet
and numbers with which allegedly establish contact with spirits. It is very similar to the game of the Cup, in which is
placed a cup mouth down surrounded by the letters of the alphabet and participants placed the index finger on the same
basis.

uwqa
uwqa is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 UWQA; It's an acronym )"being its meaning:<br>UWQA is the
acronym in English of Utah Water Quality Act ( Quality of the water of Utah 41 law;. It is an environmental standard of
the State of Utah, with respect to water resources.

uwu
Emoticón that represents tenderness, happiness.  happy face . 



uxamense
It means that he lives on top, that he lives in an elevated place or on a hill.  It derives from the term uxama which means
elevated, hill.  It is also used as a gentile for the natives of the ancient Celtic settlement of Uxama Argaela.  He currently
occupies Cerro de Castro, in the municipality of Burgo de Osma, in the Province of Soria, Spain. 

uxoricidio
It is the name of the crime committed by the person who murders his spouse, husband ( a ) or partner.

uxorio
Uxorio Latin woman, want you spouse.  It means relating to the woman or the spouse.  Belonging to the spouse.  More
uxorio is the relationship of husband and wife, living together in a household of man and woman.

uyaywa
In quechua language you want acceptance, agreement, agreement.  Pamper, admit, bowing.

uzkurra
It is not a word of Spanish language but of the Basque language.  It means rash.

úlcera
Injury that affects the skin with the presence of pus.  Sore.  In plants there is also an injury in tissues that is called ulcer
or gall.  Internal in the intestine caused by excessive secretion of gastric juices and the gradual loss of mucosal wound. 
.

úlcera varicosa
It is the same as injury or injury to the varicose vein.  Varicose veins are chronic vein conditions, which are due to the
weakness of the walls of venous valves.  They are manifested by very noticeable dilations and tortuosities.  Over time
they form infectious wounds.  Varicose ulcer is difficult to treat and is very painful.

últimos
It means that they are located after all the others.  Last. Plural of last .  Laggards, who are placed or ranked after all. 

úlula
It means small owl .  Nocturnal bird of prey, also known as autillo.  Its scientific name is Otus scops.  It belongs to the
family Strigidae.  It also receives the common names of oto, cárabo or zumaya. 

único en su especie
To say that it is a unique specimen, which does not have similar or equal.  In biology it means that you among all the
items or copies of its kind, this has a trait or characteristic that makes it special or different.  Single, unique, odd,
peculiar, characteristic, exclusive, rare, extraordinary.

úrsidas
ursids is incorrectly written and it should be written as Ursid ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning: Ursidae, or Ursids
means relating to the bears.  The Ursids is the name given to the shooting stars that fall to Earth at the end of year and it
is presumed that they come from the constellation Osa less ( Urse minor, Latin ).  The Ursids are fragments and dust
from the Comet 8 p/tutle.



úrsula
It is a name of Latin origin woman and means funny and playful as a small bear.  Osita.

úteros
It is the plural of uterus.  It is an internal body of the females of the animals of the reproductive system that allows the
development of their fetuses.  Cot, breast, matrix.

útiles
That they can be used, which are beneficial.  In Colombia study tools.   (includes texts, notebooks, pencils, erasers, etc. 
)

v
Sign depicting the victory.  It is formed with index fingers and heart and any of the hands.

va pa esa
Very common colloquial phrase in Colombia, which means: " ready " " make you " without problem, agreement,
accepted. Accept without question. It is ok.

vac
It can be considered as an abbreviation for vaccination, vaccination or vacation.  In English it means empty ( vacuum ). 

vaca
In Colombia, apart from being the bull female and the mother of calves, means collected, contribution, background. 
Money that meets between friends or family members with a defined and beneficial purpose.  Sometimes it means
clumsy, slow, fat (referring to a woman) or also what it is eating, glotona.

vaca horra
In Colombia we say horra to a cow topa cow, a cow without horns or antlers.  Also a cow that does not give milk.  In
Colombia is the use to the horro or horra adjective free.  I freed, released.

vacaniar
vacaniar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Bacaniar" as meaning:<br>Vacaniar is misspelled, correct is
Bacaniar. It is a derivative of Bacan, which means good, cheerful people. Remember the God Bacchus ( God of wine ):
Bacaniar is to be happy, have fun, leave fun to pachanguear, go to partying. Juergen.

vacaniar
Pass it bacano, pass it cool, enjoy the holidays, take advantage of the Carnival the most.

vacceo
Name of a pre-German town that inhabited both sides of the Douro in Spain.  They were also called vaccayos.

vaccinist
It is a word of the English language which means vacunador.  A person who makes or placed shots.



vache
Vache is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Bump" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is bump.  It means
hole, hole, drilling on the pavement.  Missteps, bad time, misfortune.  It can also be a free or empty space.

vacilariofitas
The correct term is Bacilariofitas and better yet Bacillariophyta. It is a division of algae that are characterized by
microscopic. You are also known under the name of diatoms. They are phytoplankton.

vacile
It is an inflection of hesitation. It means take hair, suck gallo, pass the time.  It is a relationship very transient and
non-make it durable.  It also means doubt, hesitation, mistrust, trick, mocking, fun, party, enjoy, balbucir, lock.

vacilo
In Colombia it is an inflection of hesitation.  It means take hair, suck gallo, joke.  It also means hesitation, doubt, rocking,
rocking.

vacinosis
It's a medical term.  It may be an allergic reaction to a vaccine.  It can also be a vaginal infection caused by excessive
sweating or summer heat.  Vaginosis or vaginal mycosis .  Inflammation or irritation of the vulva caused by bacteria.

vacuencias
Plural of vacuence .  In Dominican it means emptiness, simplicity, triviality, superfluous.

vacun
vacuum is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Vacuum" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Vacuum. It
is not a word the Spanish language but English. Means vacuum or vacuum.

vacuna
It is a substance made up of dead or attenuated virus which is inoculated to the people or animals in order to generate
antibodies.  Preventive treatment for infectious diseases.  Bacuna (with b) is the surname of a footballer of Curaçao,
named Leandro Bacuna and plays at Aston Villa of England.

vacunaciones
They are programs of collective immunization organized by the Ministry of health of Colombia and the departmental
secretariats of health, with the use of vaccines.  The object is to eliminate the risk of outbreaks of infectious diseases
that are controlled, but by migration of foreigners, can cause outbreaks in unvaccinated population.  The high flow of
Venezuelan and Brazilian border has forced to restart vaccination of reinforcement against diseases that we currently
have controlled and even eradicated in Colombia (for example measles, whooping cough).

vacunatón
They are mass vaccination processes in Colombia.  Vaccination marathons, mass vaccination. 

vacuno
A type of cattle that is bred for meat, milk, leather and its derivatives.  It is made up of cattle (cows, bulls, calves, steers).
 Cattle ranch .  Relating to the cow or cows.  Inflecting vaccinate, which means to inject, give an injection, or a vaccine. 



vacunología
It is science (part of Medicine), which is dedicated to the study of vaccines, that is, the way to cure or prevent infectious
diseases by inoculating inert viruses or substances that kill those viruses.  Study its production, trials in the different
phases (laboratory, clinical), its effectiveness and possible side effects.

vacunólogos
Person or physician specialized in Vacunology .  Vacunology, is science (part of Medicine), which is dedicated to the
study of vaccines, that is, the way to cure or prevent infectious diseases by inoculating inert viruses or substances that
kill those viruses.  Study its production, trials in the different phases (laboratory, clinical), its effectiveness and possible
side effects.

vacuo
Means irrelevant, insignificant, inane, trivial, trivial, harmless, vain, futile, triviality.

vade
In Colombia it is an arrume of sheets or paper, pile of sheets or folios.  Portfolio , vademecum , vade , notebook , cover ,
folder , folder , folder , file .  Wallet or folder in which papers or books and notebooks are carried. 

vademécum
Vademecum is the science of the user.  They are texts which contain specific information about a certain subject and
organized way of dictionary.  Catalogue.  There are pharmacological (containing list of drugs alphabetically and
described active ingredient, dosage, contraindications,).  Also there are on veterinary drugs and agricultural inputs.  The
vademecum is a great support in pharmacology and in the agricultural sciences.

vado
Quiet and deep part of a river.  Backwater. 

vagabundez
It means that it walks aimlessly, that it does not have a fixed address, wandering.  It is the condition in which the
vagabond lives. 

vagabundo
It means that he lives wandering, that he wanders, that he walks aimlessly.  That wanders.  It also means that it does
nothing. 

vagabundos
People who live wanderers.  They don't have a fixed residence site.  Itinerants, who live moving from one place to
another.  Nomads.  It may also refer to persons who are unemployed, who do not have an activity or trade.  Vague. 
People who live alone and abandoned.

vagallo
The correct term is bagallo, with b .  It is a word used in Chile and means package, wrapper, stash.  Bag containing and
hiding stolen items.  It can also mean problem, obstacle mishap.  It is also used to designate a woman or person who
lacks attributes.



vagando
Inflection of wandering. To say that it does nothing, Lounger, vague. Idle, apoltronando, tramp, unemployed.

vagarosa
It refers to that vague, walks or flies stumbling.  Flight of the butterfly that goes up and down.

vagina
Female sexual organ, which is part of the reproductive system. 

vagomio
vagomio is incorrectly written and should be written as "Vague" to be its meaning:<br>It is right bum my sole. It is the
name of a song in Italian. It means my wandering Sun and its author is Massimo Puppieno.

vagoneta
It is a diminutive and derogatory of wagon.  Small wagon .  In Colombia it is a type of small railway vehicle, similar to a
small wagon and used by workers who make repairs on the track and in which they transport spare parts, tools and
personnel.  Miniature wagon . 

vagos
Plural of vague.  Apathetic, lazy people, who don't work, without a job.  Who roam the street doing nothing.  Idle, vacant,
unemployed, loafers, tramps.  It can also mean imprecise, uncertain, indefinite, confusing, indeterminate.

vaguada
It means deep valley, vega, deep glen, depression of a terrain through which flows a river or stream of water, canyon,
ravine. 

vaguada polar
In Meteorology it is a climatic anomaly that occurs at the poles.  Trough, means deep valley, plain, deep canyon,
depression of a land through which a river or stream of water flows, canyon, ravine.  The polar trough is characterized
by very strong winds and extremely cold temperatures, accompanied by rainfall.  

vaguedad
It means that it is not clear, which is confusing, that it manifests not as it really is but just gives a few hints.  Imprecise. 
Wanderer, vagrant, who wanders, which wanders.

vaguedades
It is a word derived from vague. Giving evidence, tracks. That it implies. Traces, traces, traces, signs, stelae, waste.

vaguidos
Plural of vaguido.  It means disorders, dizziness, fainting, lightheadedness, fainting, troubles.

vaha
vaha is incorrectly written and it should be written as "VAHA ( it is an acronym )" being its meaning:<br>VAHA is an
acronym used in Canada.  English VAHA - is Vancouver Agency for Housing Affordability, which translates housing



agency in Vancouver.

vaharada
It means bad smell, unpleasant smell, bad breath.  Emanation, tufo, tufillo, fog, fetish, pestilence.  It can also mean
vanity, pride, petulance, pride.  Smell or breath of alcohol emanating from the mouth of a watered or drunk.

vahido
In Colombia it is the same as vahyde, dizziness, soponcio, fainting.  Momentary loss of consciousness.

vahído
In Colombia it means fading, fit, swoon, the drowsiness effect.  Fainting, weakness, I discouraged.

vahídos
You want to tell momentary loss of consciousness, dizziness, vertigo, fainting, fainting, collapse, stun, be groggy,
vaguido, syncope.

vaho
It is a kind of therapy that is made to clear the Airways, steam, mist.  Steam expelled the bodies subject to the action of
heat.  Exhalation, mist, vapor, breath, fog, glow, emanation, vaharina, breath.

vailar
The correct term is dance (with a b).  Means move single or escorted to the rhythm of the music, dance, spin, swing,
move, bouncing.

vaina
In Colombia pod means thing, object.  It is also the name given to the peel or wrapping of the fruits in legume. 

vainilla
Diminutive sheath; which is a shell or cover that bring the fruits of legumes.  Sheath or small sheath.  Name of a plant
extract that is obtained from plants of the genus Vanilla (orchids) and that has great aroma and is used to flavor in
confectionery.  The plant is also called vinilla and its scientific name is Vanilla planifolia.  Name of a sweet biscuit very
common in Argentina, Uruguay and Paraguay. 

vairua
Vairua in the Rapanui language it means just spiritual, divine will. It appears in the Rapa Nui - Spanish dictionary.

vajilla
It is the set of elements that are required to consume our food.  It is made up of plates of various shapes, cups, cups,
glasses and jugs. 

vajillero
Relating to tableware.  It can be called this to those who sell tableware, to the device where tableware is washed or also
to the furniture or sideboard where the tableware is located. 



vala
Name of a demon from Hindu Mythology.  Name of a priestess of Scandinavian mythology, she was also called Volva. 
Asteroid name ( 131 ) . 

vala-
In Computer Science is the name of a programming language developed by Jürg Billeter and Raffaele Sandrini.  Name
of an asteroid ( 131 ) .  In Hindu mythology it is the name of a demon or asura.  In Scandinavian mythology it was the
name of a priestess, who was also called Volva. 

valaco
It means native of Wallachia, which comes from Wallachia, which is a historical and geographical region of Southern
Romania.  Romance language spoken in the same region.  In ancient Proto-Germanic language it means strange,
foreign.  Name of a Romanian valley, surrounded by the Danube River.  Danubian valley or Danibian plain. 

valar morghulis
It is the name of the twentieth chapter of game of thrones, television series.  It means " All men must die " in the
ideolengua used in the series.

valborg
In Swedish it means witch.  It is a pagan holiday whose full name is Valborgssoafton, which translates witchnight.  It is
held on the night of April 30 in Central Europe.  Among the cities that celebrate it is Heidelberg (Germany where it takes
the name Of Walpurgisnacht).

valde
It is a prefix used in Spain.  It means valley of.  It is widely used in Toponymics.  Valdebebas and Valdefuentes are two
neighborhoods of Madrid. 

valdés
Valdes is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Valdés; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It is a
surname of Spanish origin present in many Latin American countries. The name of a Spanish town in Asturias.

valdinienses
It means natives of Valdinia, an ancient Celtic settlement in the Cantabria region of Spain. 

valdiviano
It means natural, resident or related to Valdivia.  Valdivia is the name of a Chilean city, also is the name of a province in
that country.  It is also the name of a Colombian municipality in the Department of Antioquia.

vale
In Colombia it is a receipt or document that commits to an early payment of a debt.  Voucher or redeemable note .  Debt,
credit note .

valen
Stage name of a Spanish singer, whose full name is Francisco Valenzuela Ávila.  Inflection of worth which means price,
cost, equal, add . 



valencia
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is the name of a city and a province in Spain.  In chemistry is the combinante power
of a chemical element, which is given by the number of electrons that are unnecessary you or are missing to complete
the last level of energy.  It is also the name of a city in Venezuela, capital of Carabobo State.

valentina
Valentina is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Valentina ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>It is a
woman's name, of Latin origin and means strong and healthy.  It is a common name in Russia.

valeria
Valeria is incorrectly written and should be written as "Valeria ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>It is a Latino
woman's name means strong and brave  Courageous.  Valerio male version.

valeska
It is a woman's name, variant of Valeria.  It is of Latin origin and means strong and brave.  Courageous.

valgo
It means diverted outward.  Ups.  It is a term used in medicine, to refer to a foot that is deviated outward.  it is usually a
congenital malformation. 

valgte
Valgte is a word in Danish language that means selected, selection.

valhalla
In language old Norse means Hall of the fallen.   Majestic Hall in the city of Asgard, ruled by Odin, where the Valkyries
are Odin's chosen.

valicha
In the Peru is the family and apocopada way of calling a woman named Valerian.  It is the name of a Peruvian typical
song, which recounts the romance between a teacher and one of his students failed.  The author is Miguel Angel
Hurtado Delgado.  It is said that Valicha died more than 100 years.

validéz
It means legality, legitimacy, validity and authorization.  Period or term, time lapse in that Lake is valid or permissible.

valientes
People with courage, daring, which do not have fear, that they have courage.  Determined.

valija
Bag leather or any thick material, with handle or handle and used to transport mail, merchandise or apparel.  It is one of
the ways call the luggage, suitcase travel, bag, Briefcase, backpack, chest.

valina
It is the name of one of the essential amino acids in humans.   It can be found in banana, pickle, chocolates and red



fruits.

valinchu
The correct term is Valenchu.  In Mexico is the nickname or stage name of Valentina Claus.  Colloquial form of draw to
Valentina.

valiosísima
Valuable superlative.  It means extremely valuable, of great value, of immense value.

valladar
It means fencing, fence, border with obstacles.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin.

vallas
It means fencing, fence, barrier or notice.

valle
Name given to a flat land surrounded by mountains.  Flat land located on the banks of a river.  In Hydrography is the
name of the terrestrial depression located between two aspects.  Lower part of a wave or wave.  Part contrary to a beak.
 In Colombia behalf of a Department whose capital is Cali.  Last name of Spanish origin . 

valle de viñales
It is a geographical location in Pinar del Río in Cuba.  It was declared a Natural National Park.  It belongs to the Sierra
de los Organs.  The Valle de Viñales Park was declared a Natural Heritage of Humanity by Unesco.

vallecana
It means it originates from Vallecas, which is native to Vallecas.  It was the name of a municipality of the Province of
Madrid, currently annexed to the city.  Sector of Southeast Madrid.  It is the only place-name that is preserved in that
region as a district and is divided into two sectors : Puente de Vallecas and Villa de Vallecas . 

vallecano
It means natural Vallecas a very large working-class neighborhood of Madrid.  It is currently divided into two sectors
Puente de Vallecas and Villa de Vallecas.  Also name of a bridge and a river in the same sector. 

vallecaucano
It means that it is a native of Valle del Cauca, a department of Colombia.  Valluno .  Relative to Valle del Cauca . 

vallenato
It means originating in the Valley, born in the Valley, referring to the area covered by the Cesar River flat.  Indigenous
musical rhythm of the Colombian area of the departments of Cesar and Guajira ( Former province of Padilla, ) which is
now national.  Popular self-designation of the people of Valledupar ( Gentile 41 Valduparense;.

vallenatólogo
Person who is believed or prides itself on being a connoisseur of the vallenato music. Person who appreciates or you
really like vallenato.



vallesano
It means that it comes from or is originally from the Valle de Bravo, State of Mexico in the Mexican republic.  It is also
the name of your Mexican football team.  He participates in the Third Division and they are also called Los Diablos de
Valle Bravo.

vallisoletano
It means born or native to Valladolid (in Spain), also from a municipality of the State of Yucatan in Mexico or from an
Ecuadorian municipality or canton in the Province of Loja.  It can refer to both the city and the province, in the case of
Spain.  It can also be told in the Spanish case, pucellin (colloquially) and previously they were also called pintians.

valluno
That it belongs to the Valley or that it is ariundo from there.  Relative to the Valley .  Gentilicio of those born in the
Department of Valle del Cauca in Colombia. 

valonas esquinadas
It was a sort of ancient military ornament as a neck-woven with tips or corners.  There were also wavy or rounded. 
Puntudos necks.

valor
It can mean cost, price, amount.  It can also mean courage, courage, courage.

valorada
It means appreciated, give you merits, give it importance. Recognize that it has value. Listed, prestigious, recognized...

valproato
It is the name of a chemical with a drug used against epilepsy and bipolar disorder.  It is the same valproic acid.   It is
anticonvulsant and commercially meets the name of Depakene.  Also known as valproate sodium valproate or valproate
of magnesium.

valpróico
It is the name of an acid ( Valproic Acid ).  In Pharmaceutical Chemistry, it is a medicine for the control of epilepsy.  It is
also called valproate or sodium valproate or magnesium valproate.  Regularizes mood.

valquiria
Means very large and athletic woman, mujeron, fortachona, Warrior.   Name of certain female deity lesser of Norse
mythology.  It is the a woman's name of Nordic origin which means strong warrior.  For etymology it means "dead
selector".  Walquiria.

valseo
The correct term is there.  It is an inflection of ferry.  In Colombia means float in the water, sobreaguar.

valumar
In Argentina it means loading or transporting very large or bulky objects.



valva
Each of the shells of a mollusk.  Each of the shells or covers of a bivalve.  It is the name of an Italian town in the
province of Salerno.  It is the name of each of the shells or shells of a legume.

valvar contabilidad
It means compare, equate, collate, confront two accounts. It is to establish that there are no differences in the accounts
carried by different people.

vampiro
Being nocturnal fantasy that is presumed to feed on human blood.  A class of hematophagous chiroptera that can
transmit diseases to its victims, it is of the subfamily Desmodontinae.  Its scientific name is Desmodus rotundus. 

van
It is the name of a city in the State of Texas and another in West Virginia (West Virginia) in United States.  Turkey is the
name of a Province bordering with Iran and also the name of a lake in the same area.

vanagloria
It means pride, vanity, boasting, presumption.  Conceit.  Boasting about one's own worth. 

vandalizar
Execute actions of vandals. Become peaceful protest vandalism, barbarism, pillage, devastation, predation, violence,
vandalism and atrocities.

vandos
Plural of Vando.  Way of calling the men of Servando's name.  It means the one who keeps and defends.  It is of Latin
origin.  Sides with B, you mean group, sect, gang or decree, mandate, notice.

vanellus
It means small tsaranda or scribble.  It is the name of a genus of birds that belongs to the family Charadriidae.  They are
known as teros, pellars, caravans or veories.

vanidoso
A person who brags about his or her actions or accomplishments.  Arrogant, ostentatious, conceited, petulant, proud. 
boastful, arrogant. 

vanitas
It is a Latin word meaning vanity, pride, arrogance. 

vano
It means that it is not effective, it's useless or sterile.  Also in Colombia, we use it as a synonym for empty, hollow,
fruitless, illusory, unwarranted, presumptuous.

vapeador
It may refer to the person who vapes or inhales water vapour instead of smoking or also to the electronic device used for



vaping. 

vapeo
Action and vaping effect.  It means inhaling steam. 

vapor
Gaseous state of a liquid that undergoes heat .  Gas, vapour, emanation, mist.

vapuleado
It is an inflection of vapulear. It means to give a thrashing, beating, spanking, spanking, spanking, beaten, thrashed,
crushed, criticism, rebuke, admonition.

vapulear
It also means thrashing, win way lumpy, sift, humiliate the opponent, raze, dancing.

vaquerita
In the Eastern Plains of Colombia is the common name given to a wasp that itches quite hard.  Diminutive cowgirl. 
Name of a position in sexual intercourse.

vaquería
Activity performed by the cowboy.  Livestock care.  Herd of cattle .  Herd.  An establishment where cows are kept or
their milk is sold.  Dairy farm, ranch, dairy.  

vaquero
Type of pants made of residual fabric or canvas.  Name given to the person who takes care of the cows or cattle. 
Surname of Spanish origin.  Gunslinger of the American West. 

vaqueros
Plural of cowboy .  A person dedicated to the care of cattle.  Who takes care of the cows.  It's a popular way to call pants
made of thick fabric or canvas, bluyines, yines, jeans or blujeans.  Name given to the famous gunslingers of the
American West. 

vaqueta
Material with which safety gloves are made.  It's the tanned and soft beef leather.

vaquetata
vaquetata is incorrectly written, and should be written as "vaqueta" being its meaning:<br>It is the same as cowhide.
Tanned calf leather. Pad.

vaquetón
Vaquetón in Mexico is the same as coyote. People who illegally traffic in immigrants. They recruit buses loaded with
immigrants. Smugglers.



vaquiro
In Colombia Vaquiro is a surname.  Also write it with B (peccary, but in fewer cases).  In Colombia is a form of calling a
javelina, wild boar or pig's Mount.

vara
In Colombia it is synonymous with varan, branch, stick, cane, club or stake.  It is a measure of already little used length
and equals 3 feet, i.e. about 83 centimeters.

varaña
Varana on rods or thin branches of a shrub or small tree foliage. In Colombia also say chamizos, latizal, seedling,
stubble.

varaño
The varano term does not exist in Spanish. Barano is a row of hay just guadañado and arranged on the floor. Each of
the cuts on the scythe hay. It is possible that they wanted to ask about Varano. In this case it is a lizard-like reptile. The
giant Varano is the same Komodo Dragon.

varatijas
The correct term is trinkets, with B.  In Colombia it means low-value goods or poor quality products.  Fruslerías,
jewellery, trinkets, imitations.

varato
The right term is cheap.  It means little value, low price.  In the Department of Tolima, Pan Viejo, bread the day before. 
Depreciated, devalued.

varazo
It refers to a blow given with a rod.  In Colombia it is a type of dish that is sold in roadside restaurants called "La Vara". 
It consists of a portion of roasted meats and sausage, accompanied by potato, plantain, cassava and guacamole. 

varazo
It refers to a blow given with a rod.  In Colombia it is a type of dish that is sold in roadside restaurants called "La Vara". 
It consists of a portion of roasted meats and sausage, accompanied by potato, plantain, cassava and guacamole. 

vardar
It is the name of a river of Macedonia, passing through Skopje.

varejón
It means high and thin person.   Rod long, thin.  Chamizo.

vareta
Diminutive and derogatory of rod .  Vara pequeña, in some parts of Colombia and in street language, is another name
given to marijuana (mona, maracachafa, etc). 

vargas



Vargas is incorrectly written and should be written as Vargas ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Vargas ( 41 own name;.  It is a surname of origin Spanish, very common throughout Latin America.  It is the name of a
State in Venezuela, whose capital is La Guaira.  Last name of President of Brazil Getulio Vargas called.  Name of
several Latino players ( Colombia, Brazil, Chile, )  Swamp where occurred one of the memorable battles of the liberating
army against the Spaniards in the Department of Boyaca, Colombia.

variadex
It is a system of Arquivologia or Arquivolomia, this is a system that offers a modern method of filing, that facilitates the
work in the office. It is used in Mexico.

variador de frecuencvia
frecuencvia drive is incorrectly written and should be written as "Variator of frequency." being its meaning:<br>The right
thing is " Variable frequency drive ". Device used by amateurs to locate a certain frequency. Radio.

varicelas
Hives or pustules and sores caused by chickenpox.  Plural of chickenpox (disease).  Footprints left by chicken pox in the
skin, especially on the face (manifests itself with small holes that remain in the skin where there was a Welt or pustule). 
Chickenpox causes much itching, burning, or itching.

variegado
It means that it has spots, stains, which has shades of various colors.  Stained, painted, mottled, marbled.

varilla
Long, thin metal rod.  Long and thin metal bar used in construction.  Diminutive of vara.  Each of the metallic yarn that
forms an umbrella or an umbrella-shaped.  Metal frame of a corset.

varillazo
Very blunt blow given with an iron rod.  It is the risk that you take when facing a taxi driver in Colombia.

varillo
In Colombia and in the slang of drug addicts, it is synonymous with porro, puppy or bareto.  Marijuana cigarette.  It is still
discussed whether it should be written with b or v .  Also barillo is the name of a computer program or barcode software. 
It is also one of the common names of a tree named scientific Simphonia globulifera of the family Clusiaceae.  It has
multiple uses (medicinal, woods, combustible resins, etc.).  It's abortive.  It is also called moronobea, apple or sulfur.

varitas
It is the plural and diminutive of vara.  Implement that uses magicians in tricks of illusionism : magic wands.  Colloquially
in Colombia, land of small extent .

varitazo
Hit with a wand.  Varazo, reglazo.  Ancient punishment for a student desjuiciado, unruly or rude.  Physical punishment in
disuse, that are imposed on students.

varo
It means deviant inward.  Supinate can also be used.  It is a term used in Medicine and Podiatry to refer to a foot



diverted inward. 

varon baron
male baron is incorrectly written and should be written as "Male, Baron." being its meaning:<br>The correct terms in
both cases carry a tilde.  Male, means male, male gender.  Also in Colombia is a surname.  Baron is a title of nobility
and in Colombia is also a family name.

varonil
Mean relative, related or pertaining to the male sex.  It is the antonym of women's.  Male, relative to men, of men, males.

varón
Male specimen of the human race.  Male, male.  Man who has reached the virile age.  It is also a surname of Spanish
origin.  It is clarified that there is also the surname Barón, with b and that refers to the title or nobility.  In Nautical it is a
piece of thick cape, whose chicotes or seam finials, have rings. 

varroa
It's the name of an mite that parasitates in bees.  It causes a disease called varroosis or varroasis.  The word is of Latin
origin and means in honor of Varrón, dedicated to Varrón (Marco Terencio Varrón, an ancient Roman soldier). 

varva
It is the name of the thin layers of sediment that are forming at the bottom of Lakes.  Design, clay, delete, nata,
sediment, annual sedimentation.

varzea
várzea is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Várzea" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is várzea. It is
not a word the Spanish language but Portuguese. Means " large extension of terra plana; covered, barga, plain, worth
34. Great extension of land flat, plain, plain, valle, plan, sleeve ( colombianismo ) Football improvised in a vacant field.

vasa
Food for pigs made with residues and peels of potato and afrecho especially.  Name of the oldest and still operating
warship.  It is also called Wasa, Wasen or Wasan.  It belongs to the Swedish Navy and was built between 1626 and
1628 by King Gustav II Adolf of Sweden.  Name of the house or dynasty Reigning in Sweden. 

vasado
In Colombia, it means amount of a liquid that fits on a glass or filling a glass.  Full glass, glass flush.

vaselina
It is an ointment for medicinal use, also known by the name of Albolena in Pharmacology.  Chemically it is a mixture of
long-chain saturated hydrocarbons.  Name of a musical and a film in Spanish, which in English was called Grease.  In
football, goal that is made goal a soft blow, with curved trajectory and elevated above the hands of the goalkeeper,
which demonstrates a high quality of the performer.  Exquisiteness, globito . 

vasija
It is a type of container of various shapes, sizes and materials, which serves to hold liquids or food.  The word is derived
from glass. 



vasijas
Plural vessel.  Elements, usually cooking, that are made in order to contain liquids or other substances.   Container,
bowl, jar, glass. 

vaso
It is a container or vessel of concave, cylindrical or cone trunk shape that is used to contain liquid.  It usually lacks a
handle.  Amount of liquid contains a container of the same name.  The conduit through which sage or latex circulates in
plants.  Ducts through which blood and lymph circulate in animals.  It also means helmet, nail or hoof.  It is also another
way of calling a potty or duck (night glass). 

vasquista
Person who loves Basqueism.  It promotes the culture and protection of Basque sentiment.  That practices or promotes
Basqueism.  Relative to the Basque. 

vasta
It means wide, extended, extensive, immense, spacious, huge, wide, large, infinite. 

vasticismo
It is a way of talking or writing with a lot detail, story, or very large text. Doctrine or policy making or show all vast. With
many delays. Joke, mamagallismo.

vate
One who claims to predict the future.  Magician, diviner, Predictor, sorcery.  It can also be a rhapsode, deluded or poet.

vathu
The more appropriate term is vathu.  It is one of the names of an aquatic plant.  Junco, bayunca, sisca, moro, vato,
totora, enea or belfry.  Used in basketry.  The scientific name is Typha angustifolia and is family Typhaceae.

vaticano
Name of a very small European sovereign state.  It is located in the center of Italy, in the city of Rome.  The Latin word
means prophecy, omen, prediction, prophecy.  Holy See, the Roman Catholic Church.  Name of Museum located in that
same city. 

vaticinio
It means divination, prediction, forecasting.  Try to make the future known ahead of time.  Anticipate an event. 
Announcing the future. 

vaticinios
Means omens, predictions.

vaudo
Vaudo and Baudo are Italian surnames.  Vaudo is the surname of an Italian singer named Roberta Vaudo.  He baudó,
so, with b and with tilde.  is the name of a mountain range in Colombia, in the Chocó Department, bordering Panama. 
Name of a Colombian river in the Department of Chocó.



vaupense
It means related to Vaupés, related to Vaupés, either to the river or to the Department of Colombia, whose capital is
Mitú.  Person who comes from or resides in that department.

vauriella
It is the name of a genus of bird in the Muscicapidae family.  They are known as round-leaved sundew or flycatchers.

vauxita
There are vauxita and bauxite in mineralogy.  The vauxita is a mineral of hydrated phosphate of iron and aluminum type,
which was discovered in Bolivia.  Bauxite, is a type of rock consisting of oxides of aluminum.

vaya o valla
They're homophonous words.  Wow it's a go-to inflection.  Move from a nearby location to a more distant location. 
Fence, with ll, means notice, fence, wall, fence.  It could also be considered berry, which is a kind of fruit.

vayan
It is an inflection of go. It means to go to there.

vaya}
go} is incorrectly written and should be written as "Go, go" being its meaning:<br>It is an inflection of the verb to go. 
You want to indicate that you move from here to there.  That removed from where we are, to stay away.

vágido
In Colombia it is the same as vahyde, dizziness, fading, fainting.  It is a term used by the peasants of the Departments of
Tolima and Huila.

vándalo
A person who is dedicated to destroying or damaging public property.  Barbarian, Destroyer, Brutal, Harmful, Wild,
Predator.

várzea
It is a type of tropical forest which is characterized as a floodable low land.  It is typical in the Amazon.  The trees of this
forest have aletones.

vástago
In Colombia is synonymous with breeding, son, tiller, descendant, puppy, successor heir.  It is also the offspring of a
plant.  Bud, Bud, Bud, Bud.  You can also pin, shaft, Rod and bar.

váter
It's one way accepted in water 40 Spanish; water or uater, still used in Colombia 41.  It originates from the word of
English watercloset.  Mean bathroom, sanitary, toilet, toilet, toilet, toilet, latrine.

vdfbvtgeyure
vdfbvtgeyure is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Geyure" as meaning:<br>The truth do not think that it has



some meaning. It is not a word in the Spanish language. What if it is that Geyure is a surname of Hungarian origin and
people who live in New jersey ( USED ).

vecerrector
vecerrector is incorrectly written, and should be written as "One" being its meaning:<br>Immediately below the
Chancellor's office. It is who is destined to replace it in the event of temporary or permanent absence. Administratively is
responsible for some of the functions that the rector for their occupations not reaches attend personally.

vecina
It means woman or person who lives or resides near our home or domicile.  Close, adjacent, next, resident, settler.  It
can also mean similar, similar, similar.  Dweller, inhabitant, occupant, resident. 

vecinalista
Person proposing for the protection or benefit of neighbors, neighborhood, neighborhood. 

vecindad
He has the neighbor's quality.  It belongs to the neighborhood, living very close or in the same building.  Set of
neighbors.  Link of the population concentrated in the same place or place.  Link between the inhabitants of the same
sector or the same neighborhood.  In Mexico it is a house where several different families live and usually in rent.  In
Colombia we say tenant.  Proximity, closeness, coexistence. 

vecindario
Set of neighbors.  Population concentrated in the same place or place.  Residents of the same sector or the same
neighborhood. 

vecino
It means that you live or reside near our home or home.  Close, adjacent, close, resident, villager.  It can also mean
similar, similar, similar.

vector
In Mathematics , element of vector space and is represented by an arrow.  In Epidemiology agent or organism that
carries, transports or carries an infection or a virus, intermediary.  It serves as a means of transmission.  In Astronautics
it is equivalent to shuttle or ferry. 

vectora
It is a type of letter, designed by Adrian Frutiger in 1990.  It is the feminine of vector.  It means, causative agent, who
leads or produces.

vedegambre
It is one of the common names of several toxic herbaceous plants of the families Melanthiaceae and Ranunculaceae.  It
may refer to aconitum napellus, known as anapel, matalobos or aconite; to the Aconitum vulparia, also known by the
above common names cited.  these plants belong to the family Ranunculaceae.  It is also the common name of the
Veratrum album (also called crossbow, white hellebore, surbia, veratro rhizome).  This plant is from the family
Melanthiaceae.   All contain powerful alkaloids.  



vedeja
It's another way of calling the lion's mane.  Guedeja . 

vedettina
It's a brand of underwear for lady.  Very small panty for lady.  Type of panty, underpant or tiny cuckoo. 

vedija
Undesterated wool lock.  Hair or wool tangle.  Enrified wool. 

vedijosa
It means he's got unsearmed hair.  It means tangled, tangled, unsateed.  It can also mean a lot of wool, woolly. 

veedor
A charge which is intended, to is observe the behavior of others or the correct development of a work.  Observant,
watchful, auditor.  In Royal houses or the nobility, it is the person who watches that attention to the noble is correct,
timely and appropriate.

vega
In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.  Name of a Colombian municipality of the Department of Cundinamarca . 
It means lower and fertile part of a river.  In Colombia it also means shore, edge, riverbank.  Land that is formed by
sediment accumulation in the lad of a river. 

vegarse
vegarse is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Revenge" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is revenge. It
means take revenge, retaliating for something that we infringed before. Act viciously, getting even.

vegas
Plural of vega.  It means shore, coast of a river flood plain, flood zone.  It is Spain is the name of many places and also
in Colombia.

vegetariano
A person who does not eat meat or animal derivatives.  Person consuming vegetables in your diet alone.  Fitofago,
fitovoro, herbivore.

vegete
Inflection of vegetate .  It means living without worries, living without striving to get the livelihood, living at the expense of
others.  Feed or live without having to work.  Survive, live without moving.  Living without awareness of it, being in a
vegetative state. 

veguera
Born to the valley of a river.  From the river bank.  In Colombia and especially in the Eastern Plains, it is a very fertile
land on the banks of rivers.  It is also a type of wide-brimmed hat or kettle worn by women.

veguero



In Colombia and especially in the eastern plains the veguero is the person that used to grow on the banks of the rivers,
where accumulate sediment in floods.  They are very fertile land, but at the risk of losing crops in growing new or floods. 
In loa plain colombovenezolanos is a type of very elegant, wide-brimmed hat.  That you live or grown in the lowlands of
the rivers.  That cultivated in flooded areas.

vehemencia
It means impetuosity, intensity, liveliness, emphasis, accent.  Highlight, give greater intensity or importance.  Fierceness,
exaltation, impulse, passion.  

vehícular
It means relating to vehicles, related to cars. 

veintena
It is a set consisting of 20 elements.

veinticuatro
Number.  Two dozen or the hours of the day.  In Colombia it is a way of calling a very venomous snake.  It is also known
as glang, fournarices, mapaná, equis, rot, naucaya, padlock head, mapanare or size X.  Its scientific name is Bothrops
asper and belongs to the family Viperidae.  It is so called, because of the belief that in that span of hours the bitten
person dies.

veintitantos
It means many, quite a few.  Numerous, quantity. 

veintiúnico
Colombia is a colloquial way of saying only, I have no more, I have only this, the last thing I have.

vejador
It means that it hurts, that it mistreats, that it makes old age or old age. 

vejeta
You mean old.  Old woman's derogatory.  Name given to a lark-like canora avecilla. 

vejete
Mean old, old, old geezer.  It is used in a derogatory manner.

vejiga
It can mean bag, sac, blister, bubble, inflammation, swelling, bamboo.  It is also a bag in which urine accumulates. 
Organ in which urine accumulates, before being evacuated.

vejigón
Bladder augmentative .  In Colombia it can be a blister or bull.  Bag or inflammation of the skin that is filled with water
and is the result of a burn.  It is also another name of an animal disease, which is also known as symptomatic Anthrax,
skin anthrax or Anthrax.



vejuco
It is a little used and derisive derivative of old.  But I think that they are asking about the kind of plant.  If so, the correct
term is.  It means plant which has no woody stems.  Plants that have the stem very long, thin and very flexible.  Liana,
guaco, climber, plant Guide.

vela
The nautica is the fabric or cloth that unfolds so using air impulse a boat.  The name of one of the forms of water sports. 
Name of a marine fish, considered one of the most elegant and fast.  Its scientific name is Istiophorus spp.  and belongs
to the family Istiophoridae.  Also referred to as billfish, billfish needles or swords.  In Colombia sailing is also a surname
of Spanish origin and the same as candle, sperm, candela.  Moving in sailing is not sleep, be awake.

velar
It can mean several things.  It means caring or watching, standing guard, assisting a sick person at night.  To be up at
odds, to be revealed, to guard, to accompany, to protect, to protect.  Also in Colombia it means to procure, try, try, test,
pretend, hide, disguise, cover up, nuance.  Manage, negotiate. 

velatón
In Colombia it is a type of protest or demonstration that is done especially at night and consists of placing on a certain
site lighted candles.  It can also be called sperm.

velázquez
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Surname of famous Spanish Baroque painter.  known as Diego Velázquez and whose
real name was Diego Rodríguez de Silva and Velázquez. 

velda
It is a woman of very ancient origin's name means daughter of Eva  The name of a ship is Panamanian-flagged oil tank. 
Hypothetical ancestor of the Cantabrian village.

velefique
velefique is incorrectly written and should be written as "Velefique ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Velefique is the
name of a high in the Sierra de Los Filabres, Almeria and the name of a municipality in the same area.

veleidades
It means mood swings, for no apparent reason.  Plural of speed.  It means whim, frivolity, change, versatility,
extravagance, eccentricity, craving, rarity.

veleño
It is one of the common names of some poisonous plants of the genus Hyoscyamus (especially Hyoscyamus albus and
Hyoscyamus niger), are herbaceous plants of the family Solanaceae.  Poison, beneno, henbane, cachirulos, sleepy,
Morel, tobacco or flower of death are also called them.  He also tells veleño, henbane or male henbane to the Withania
somnifera, from the same family Solanaceae which is also known as bufera, oroval, vejiguilla, nightshade or tomato of
the devil.  In Colombia, it means born, resident or related to Velez (a municipality in the Department of Santander).  It is
also a type of sandwich with guava in the same region and with name of origin.

veleta
It means that it is carried or moved by the wind.  Derogatory derived from sailing.  A device that is used to indicate the



direction of the wind.  It is a very lightweight metal plate.

velíz
The correct term is veliz, without tilde.  It is a type of small bag or trunk, which is used for traveling.  Suitcase.  It is
similar to a travel suitcase, in fact it comes from the French word valise.  This term is used in Mexico.

velleda
Name of a priestess of the Germanic people.  Sacred prophetess of the Brúcteros (Germanic people).  Come back or
just Veleda.  Name of an asteroid ( 126 ) . 

vellos
It is plural of hair.  It means hair soft and short covering some parts of the body.  Hair, lint, cerda, lint, pubescence, bozo.

vellosidades
It means hair pubescencias, hair, lint, cerda, filaments, threads.  The intestinal villi are a few strands that protrude into
the layers of the intestine and whose function is to absorb nutrients from the food bowl.

vellón
It means he's got a lot of hair, hairy, hairy, hairy.  It's the name given to all the wool that is sheared from a sheep. 

velludo
He wants him to have a lot of hair.  That has the body covered with hairs or hairs. 

velocipedo
The correct term is velociped, tilde.  It was the name given to a precursor vehicle of the bicycle, lacked pedals, consisted
of two wheels and was driven with feet. 

velocista
It is a type of athlete or athlete is training for speed in athletics races is sprinter who runs short distances such as 100,
200 and 400 meters.  In cycling are sprinters who engage in pure speed, 200 meters launched, Keirin or 1000 meters. 
A good sprinter or finisher can also be considered a sprinter.

velódromo
It is a type of sports facility where cycling track competencies, perform well speed or persecution.

velózmente
It means very quickly.  Quickly, raudamente.

velur
It is the name given to a type of thick fabric, woven from cotton and similar to plush. 

velutina
It is not a word in the Spanish language, but Latin.  In Latin it means velvety, velvety.  It is a genus of marine molluscs (



41 snails;  Also is the addition of several scientific names like for example Vespa velutina, which is the scientific name of
the Asian Hornet and Erythrina velutina which is the tree of mulungu, balu or chachafruto.  Old fabric like velvet or silk.

velvetón
It is also called velvet or thick velvet.  It is a kind of fine and soft fabric.  Delicate fabric. 

ven
It is a turning point of view.  It means look, observe, see.  It is also a turning point coming.  It means approaching, scroll
down to where I am.

vena
Duct or vessel that transports blood from all parts of the body to the heart to be oxygenated.  Vein is also the ribs or
branches that have some winged insects on their wings.  Main part of a text or a narration.  Soul, essence, breath, spirit,
substance.

vena necrosada
Vein that it acquires color black or dark, due to the death of some cellular elements in its interior. It can be temporary if it
is product of a blood or permanent infiltration if varicose veins product.

venablo
It can be the name of a dart, arrow or short spear that is used to hunt.   Throwing weapon used by hunters.  It can also
mean cries of anger or anger. 

venationes
It was a grotesque and wild activity that took place in ancient Rome. Venatio. It consisted in the hunting and killing of
wild animals as a form of entertainment in ancient Roman amphitheatres.

venda
It can be inflection of selling (deliver for a payment) or selling (placing bandage, compress girdle or dressing).  It can
also be the name of a strip of cloth that is applied or placed to protect an injury or wound.  Cure, band-aid, dressing,
compress, girdle. 

vendaval
In Colombia we usually say Gale to an atmospheric phenomenon characterized by very strong winds accompanied by
rain and thunderstorms.  ventarron.  Blizzard, strong winds, hurricane-force winds.

vendedora de chance
Woman in Colombia sells El Chance, a game of chance that consists of trying to guess what will be the winning
numbers of a lottery.  Play daily and with different lotteries.

vendita
Diminutive bandage.  In Colombia cures, Band-Aid.  Adhesive bandage used to cover small wounds.

veneca



Venezuelan woman or Venezuelan.  Although many consider it pejorative, the origin is actually simple and healthy, it
means colombio-venezolana.  Person or woman who lives on the border between Colombia and Venezuela, which
usually has two nationalities, has family on both sides of the border and identity of the two countries.  .

venecia
Italian city famous for its canals and its idyllic gondola rides.

veneco
It means colombo-venezolano, who lives on the border of the two countries and has both nationalities.  It has become
common to believe that only refers to the Venezuelan people and that it is derogatory, but not so.  At the border, there is
a great exchange and there is a true brotherhood between most, Venezuelan children spend a bridge every day to
study, get there friends and friends, in future form families colombovenezolanas and their children can be both sides. 
The border exists only for the bad politicians and militarists.  Regarding offenses are given but not with the term veneco
or Colombian, but with washers that are added.  .  .  .  . as with any other name or nickname.

venera
Name of a Soviet space program.  Probe sent by the Soviet Union to Venus.  It means Venus, the Greek goddess.  It
can also be an inflection of venerating, which means worshipping, idolizing, respecting, revering, admiring.  Shell, each
of the two leaflets of certain mollusks.  Insignia that knights and military wear hanging on their chests. 

venerado
It means that it is object of veneration and worship.  That is considered sacred.  Treated with consideration, respect. 
Adored, respected, honored, idolized, revered, admired.

venéreo
It means that spreads or transmitted by sexual contact.

venia
It is a reverential greeting or it is an unconditional support.  It means acceptance, approval, consent, permission,
authorization, support, conformity, license-consent.  It can also mean greeting, reverence, inclination, courtesy, homage.

venidero
Coming soon, that will happen soon, which is come or happen.  That is on its way, which is the next incoming.

veniliornis
It means bird that has a band or a wave.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the Picidae family.  They are known as
carpenters or Woodpecker.

venirse a tierra
To fall violently, to topple, to overthrow.  It refers to something that is very high, that is high or that flies.

venoclisis
It is also often called peripheral venous catheterization.  It is a term used in medicine and refers to the equipment used
to establish a permeable pathway between a container of solution and the venous bloodstream.  It is the introduction of
a liquid into the light of a vein. 



ventajas de multifacetico
It refers to the advantages that can have a person that can occur in different facets, faces and aspects. Is defined as a
person who is able to play several different trades with solvency

ventanal
A set of several windows in a construction or building.  Very large window. 

ventanilla
Window diminutive.  Small window, usually recessed in a thin wall or in any kind of vehicle (train, car, plane). 

ventaquemada
It is the name of a Colombian municipality, which belongs to the Province of Centro in the Department of Boyacá.  There
is the Boyacá Bridge.

ventarrón ventisca
Ventarrón and blizzard are natural phenomena where there is the presence of very strong winds.

ventearse
It means take air, take advantage of the wind, known, fanning is, vent, breath, orear is.  In Colombia also vented means
sniffing is, sense, sense, suspect.

venticuatro
It's a number.  Two dozen.  Number of hours of the day .  In Colombia, the name of a venomous snake of the genus
Bothrops.  We also call it size X, mapaná, cuatronarices.

ventilación
Ventilate action or effect .  Action of allowing air or wind to enter and circulate through an enclosure.  Air. 

ventilar
It's allowing air to circulate through an enclosure.  Air. 

ventisca
In Colombia we usually say blizzard to an atmospheric phenomenon characterized by very strong winds and
accompanied by rains and thunderstorms.  In some places it is accompanied by hail or snow.  Gale.  gale, strong winds,
hurricane winds. 

ventolero
In Colombia Ventolero and better still winds means stubbornness, foolishness, obsession, fixation, obstinacy.  Porfía,
insistence.  Fixed and recurrent desire or idea.  It can also mean Ventisquero, a place where wind blows.

ventorrillo
Mild or low intensity wind.  Small shop or neighborhood awning.  Street vendor.  Diminutive of ventorro . 



ventorro
Gentle wind.  Light or low intensity wind.  Type of shop or small street vending. 

ventosas
Containing wind or air. Vacuum pump to suck. Elements that use an Octopus to catch their prey. Seasons with many
gusts of wind. In Colombia we also say chupas.

ventosidad
Fart .  Flatus, flatulence.  Air or intestinal gas that is expelled through the anus. 

ventrílocuo
Literally, speaking with the stomach or belly.  He is a person who modifies his voice in such a way that he makes it
appear to come from somewhere else or from afar.  It usually seems like they're going to talk to dolls or animals.  They
try not to move their lips. 

ventrudo
It means very large belly.  Pronounced abdomen.  Belly, panzón, panzudo, belly, tripón. 

ventura
It is a male name.  It is of Latin origin and means that it predicts happy events.  Bliss, happiness, fortune, chance,
chance, luck.

venus pandemus
Venus Pandemus or Afrodita Pandemus was the goddess of mere physical love. She was the daughter of Zaus and
Dione, was the common Aphrodite, the Aphrodite of the people, la Afrodita Joven. When the Greek philosophers
established the two different Afroditas in the 5th century BC, divided them into Pandemus and Urania.

venusinos
It means related to the planet Venus.

venustiano
It means beautiful, beautiful, attractive.  It looks like Venus.  It is used as a male name and has Latin origin. 

veña
It means vein, veined also came, consent, acceptance, consent, approval, approval, permit, authorization, sign or signal.

vera
It is a surname of Spanish origin and is a name of Latin origin woman means truth, seeking truth and faith.

veraces
It means true, true, real.  They don't lie.  Tight to reality. 

veracruz



It means true cross or true cross.  Cross on which Jesus Christ was crucified.  It can refer to Good Friday.  Name of a
State and a City of Mexico, being the official name of the State Veracruz of Ignacio de la Llave.  It is the main port of
Mexico.  Name of a town in Tolima in Colombia, which belongs to the municipality of Alvarado.  Name of a municipality
of Honduras in the Department of Copán.  Name of Spanish Municipality in the Province of Jaén and also was the old
name of Beranuy, in the Province of Huesca.  Name of corregimiento in Panama, which belongs to the Province of
Panama Oeste.  In Mexico there are other cities called Veracruz in the states of Durango and Chíapas. 

veranero
That is typical of the summer.  Veraniejo.  Resisting drought or that it flowers in the summer.  In Casanare, Colombia, a
veranero pipe is not dry.  It is one of the common names given to the buganvil, bougainvillea, Trinitarian, carmelita or
Santa Rita.

verano
It is the time of year of increased drought, lower humidity.  Time of low water.  Season of the year which follows the
spring and before the autumn.

veraz
It means it speaks the truth, that it is real, that it is true.  It means true, true, sincere, trustworthy, frank, real, authentic.

verbasco
It is one of the common names of a plant, in Spain.  It is also known as barbasque, candelaria, berula, casamo,
verbasco, tripo, gordolobo and other names.  Its scientific name is Verbascum thapsus and belongs to the family
Scrophulariaceae.  

verbe
verbe is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Berbe" being its meaning:<br>I think that question is by Berbe.  It
means having beard, bearded. In Colombia we say having chivera, chiverudo.

verbena
It is the name of a genus and many plants, almost all medicinal, herbaceous and taste bitter.  Yerba santa, Santa Isabel
grass, Holy grass, Yerbuca.  The scientific name of the most common is Verbena officinalis and belongs to the family
Verbenaceae.  In Colombia is a type of dance or party, with orchestras and in the open air.  Party, celebration, fair,
evening, festival.

verbenero
It can be a place where verbenas (herbaceous plant) abound.  It may also refer to a person who is addicted or likes
popular village festivals ( verbena).  He participates in the popular verbenas.

verbo errar
It means making mistakes, committing a mistake, failing, blundering, failing.  It can also mean wandering, wandering,
aimless walking, wandering, wandering.  Go back and forth. 

verboides
Told verboides to verbal inflections that look more like a noun, adjective, or adverb than a form of conjugation.  Usually
in these cases, the infinitive seems more a noun, participle seems more an adjective or the gerund seems more an
adverb.  Examples: 1.  For the case of infinitive the verb seem substantive.  It is that love and desire are not the same,



the degree of engagement is different. 2.  For the case of the participle adjective-sounding.  I like to eat fried egg. 3.  In
the case of the gerund which seems an adverb.  When simultaneity of action reflected: I was bathing.  Or that indicates
mode: Juanita came running and crying.

verborragia
It's the same as verbiage.  It is the vice of speaking using many words (many veves fancy and misused) unnecessarily. 
It is widely used by politicians trying to convince the public and get more followers. 

verbosidad
It's ease of speaking, eloquence.  Ability to speak, chat, or talk.  Chatter, verbiage, abundance of words in the allocution.
 Ease of expression. 

verciones
3.90m33 is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Versions." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is versions.
It is the plural version. It is each one of the translations of the original text. It is the way in which each person tells a
happening or event. In art and literature is the way how a work is interpreted or adopting a text. In medicine it is to
change the position of a fetus to facilitate childbirth. Each of the modifications that are performed to a software program.

verdad
It means reality, evidence, certainty, certainty.

verdadero
It means that it is affirmative, which is true.  Which is true.  Real, true, authentic, truthful, reliable.  positive, sincere. 

verdal
It is the name of a municipality in Norway, located in the Trondelag Region (in central Norway).  Name of a football team
from the same city.  It has all green, which is green. 

verde
The name of a color (the name of the leaves of the plants).  Name of a political party from many countries that identifies
with environmentalists.  Surname of Italian footballer who plays for Spezia.  Its full name is Daniele Verde and occupies
the position of striker.  Last name of a Spanish footballer who died and whose full name was Luis Víctor Verde
Ballesteros .  The term can be associated with plants or ecological aspects.   Acronym for "Long live the King of Spain". 
War cry of the fans of The National Athletic of Colombia.  referred to fruits, which is immature, quer still cannot be
consumed. 


